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RECONNAISSANCE FOR URANIUM IN THE CHANARAL-'ALTAL AREA,

PROVINCES OF ANTOFAGASTA AND ATACAMA, CHILE

ABSTRACT

In the Chaiaral-Taltal area of northern Chile irregular replacement-
type iron deposits are especially well developed along a somewhat radio-
active lithologic belt in andesite volcanic rocks and Cretaceous dioritic
intrusions to the east of the Atacama fault, a prominent shear zone. The
Atacama fault and its related structures host important copper deposits
along a "structural" belt; uranium is a minor associate.

The best showings of radioactivity are in Las Animas district where
a thin layer of radioactive minerals lies on the margin of high-tempera-
ture chalcopyrite-pyrite ore bodies in Cretaceous granitic rocks. The
uranium, along with alteration products of earlier high-temperature
minerals, is confined to vein walls, and the quantity of uranium miner-
alization is roughly proportional to that of the pyrite and chalcopyrite.

INTRODUCTION

Reconnaissance for uranium in the Chanaral-Taltal area (fig. 1)
was conducted in May 1959 by geologists of the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission (USAEC) and the Instituto de Investigaciones Geol6gicas de Chile
(IG). The area was selected for examination on the basis of an exten-
sive literature search in the United States and on current information
obtained from Chilean sources regarding uranium occurrences in Las Animas
district at latitude 260 25' S. and longitude 700 25' W.

Extensive outcrops of dioritic intrusions in contact with metasedi-
mentary rocks were examined because such a geologic environment may
contain certain types of uranium occurrences. In addition, previous
reconnaissance in the Taltal sector had disclosed anomalous radioactivity
in intrusives exposed along the coast.

Two parties, each equipped with four-wheel-drive vehicles, spent
two weeks in field investigations. Taltal and Cha2faral were centers of
operations. Geologic observations were recorded on base maps compiled
from topographic maps of the Instituto Geogrf.fico Militar de Chile
(scale 1:250,000). Good aerial photographs on a scale of 1:60,000 (Hycon
Company, 1955) provided complete aerial coverage, and were used exten-
sively in field and office activities. Photogeologic techniques proved
to be accurate in tracing faults but were ineffective and unreliable in
mapping rock outcrops and their contacts in partially concealed, low-
relief places, especially along the alluvium-covered eastern portion
of figure 2.
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The scope of the work was limited to broad reconnaissance of the
area for favorable geologic indications of uranium and included visits
to selected localities and mining districts. The uranium occurrences
in Las Animas district were examined only briefly but were evaluated
in terms of the area-wide geologic environment as well as related to
similar deposits elsewhere in Chile.

Geography

Location and accessibility

The Chainaral-Taltal area is a north-elongated rectangle in the
provinces of Antofagasta and Atacama, Chile; its western boundary extends
190 kilometers along the coast. The maximum width at the southern end
of the area is 70 kilometers. Antofagasta, the principal port city in
northern Chile, is 200 kilometers to the north.

The port city of Chaiaral is the largest in the area, with 6000
inhabitants; it is accessible by plane, boat, train or auto. The power
station for the Andes Copper Company's Potrerillos smelter and the El
Salvador mine (135 kilometers to the east) is located at Barguitos, 3
kilometers south of Chanaral, and their smelter's copper products are
shipped from Charlaral, as are iron ores from Chilean-owned mines in the
port's vicinity.

Taltal, with 3000 inhabitants may be reached by train, boat, plane
or auto and is linked by the Panamerican Highway. Numerous unsurfaced but
usable "quebrada" roads branch outward to the high, flat ground on the
east side of the mountains, making this section easily accessible. Few
roads cross or parallel the mountainous coastal front.

Topography, vegetation and climate

The Chainaral-Taltal area comprises a typical portion of the Coast
Range of Chile, with elevations ranging from sea level to 2500 meters.
Its eastern edge includes part of the Central Valley, a mature, salitre-
rich plain, approximately 2000 meters in elevation. The coastline is .
abrupt and in a youthful stage of erosion; the highest peaks in the area
slope downward into the ocean over a horizontal distance of only a few
kilometers; soundings taken off the coastline indicate a unique trench,
more than 7000 meters deep, at the altitude of Taltal.

Natural vegetation is absent; trees and shrubs are found only in
irrigated places. Rock exposures are good in the precipitous western
portions and poor in the rubble-strewn Central Valley.

The weather is pleasant and mild throughout the year. Temperatures
range from 120 C. in the winter (July) to 250 C. during the summer
(January). The area is extremely dry - part of the rainless north
Chilean desert; precipitation over 21 years has averaged 25 millimeters
per year. Coastal fogs supply moisture which sometimes is collected
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through the use of metal roofs. Water for domestic needs in the city
of Chanaral is supplied by pipelines from the Andes Copper Company's
El Salvador mine. Wells furnish limited quantities of water to Taltal.

Exploration and mining history

Taltal, in the northern portion of the area, was the southernmost
shipping point for salitre produced from thirteen salitre mining camps
(oficinas) during the latter part of the 19th century and extending to
World War I. Rail lines connected the port to the nitrate fields, which
are approximately 60 kilometers to the east along the belt and mark the
western fringe of the Central Valley in Chile. At present all these
salitre mines are closed, and the port is nearly inactive.

Chaflaral has always been exclusively a metal-mining center. Mining
districts, clustered in the north and south portions, extend along favor-
able structural and lithologic zones that have been strongly metallized
with significant copper, iron and gold deposits as well as with silver,
lead and cobalt-nickel minerals. The oldest and best known copper mines
in the sector are located in the Carrizalillo de Las Bombas, Manto Verde,
El Salado and Las Animas districts. Iron, of increasing importance, is
being produced at the Carmen and adjacent mines of the Santa Fe Mining
Company, which has installed modern ore-loading facilities at Chataral
and purchases ore from local independent mining companies.

The Manto Verde district contains numerous mineralized zones that
are localized along strong faults; the ore layers are as much as 50 meters
thick. At a depth of 400 meters in the Carrizalillo mine of the Carriza-
lillo district a pipelike assemblage of intersecting veins formely bore
rich deposits of chalcopyrite and secondary copper minerals; however,
further exploration reportedly has been ineffectual, although conclusive
information thereon is unavailable due to the loss of mine records and
maps during a strong earthquake in November 1922. This earthquake caved
all mine openings below 270 meters in the Carrizalillo mine (Kuntz, 1923);
one old shaft now is being rehabilitated in order to explore the previous
deep levels and to extract the broken, 4-percent copper ore now blocking
mine openings in the lower levels. It is claimed that the earthquake
similarly caved other mines in the zone.

Workings in Las Animas district, 28 kilometers east-southeast of
Chan"'aral, extend to depths of 550 meters. Extraction costs were high
due to the depth, the low metal prices, and the lower grades of copper
ore at depth; therefore, by the start of World War I the mines had become
inactive except for upgrading operations. Improvements in concentration
methods, higher metal prices and greater accessibility have resulted in
the reopening of other mines in the area, but the workings in Las Animas
district remain caved and flooded.

In July 1952 Srs. Carlos Ruiz F. and Herbert Hornkohl first observed
radioactivity in mine dumps in Las Animas district. Exploration of this
district was resumed subsequently when Salas (1954) radiometrically
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examined 25 mines in the district. There now is no active exploration
for radioactive minerals in the area.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The Chaearal-Taltal area (fig. 2) encloses a well-exposed section
of the western margin of the Andean geosyncline (Mesozoic), in which
moderately folded remnants of Triassic volcanic and sedimentary rocks
overlie in angular unconformity vertical or steeply dipping Paleozoic
metasediments and deformed upper Paleozoic granite. The Triassic rocks
underlie a thick sequence of andesite volcanics thinly intercalated near
the base with Lower Jurassic (Lias) marine beds; stratigraphically higher,
great thicknesses of andesite flows and tuffs are locally intercalated
with sediments. Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian) marine sediments crop out
near the east margin of the area and are covered by Lower Cretaceous
andesitic volcanics. The basement and the geosynclinal rock units have
been intruded by Middle Cretaceous granites and subjected to well-devel-
oped, north-trending, shear-type faulting; consequently, this is an area
of fault slices of intruded and metallized Mesozoic stratified rocks
alternating with relatively stable blocks of Paleozoic metamorphic and
granitic rocks.

Metamorphic rocks

The oldest known rocks in the area are metasedimentary rocks that
have not yet been assigned to a specific geologic period. They are
believed, however, to be late Paleozoic since they have been metamorphosed
in a manner similar to that of the Carboniferous-Permian metasedimentary
rocks near El Toco, 300 kilometers to the north; the latter rocks have
been dated through fossil plants.

In the Chaniaral-Taltal area metamorphic rocks are particularly well
exposed along the coast and consist of crumpled, compact units which tend,
at times, to display original bedding more prominently than cleavage. The
series of thick-bedded argillites, massive and broken quartzites, mica
schists, and thin-bedded, lustrous phyllites is intruded by Permian(?)
quartzose granites as well as by Middle Cretaceous dioritic intrusions.
Andesite dikes have intruded the metamorphic rocks more extensively than
the overlying rock units.
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Sedimentary and volcanic rocks

In Quebrada de Cifuncho, 30 kilometers south-southwest of Taltal,
Lower Jurassic (Lias) beds disconformably overlie several hundred feet of
Triassic polished pebble and cobble conglomerate. The rounded fragments
of quartz-rich metasediments and Permian(?) granite are cemented by ar-
kosic sand and clays. In Quebrada Pan de Azidcar, 45 kilometers to the
south-southeast of this locality, good exposures of divitrified pink and
pale-green tuffs contain occasional quartz shards (altered from glass)
in an aphanitic groundmass of quartz and feldspar. At this locality the
tuffs dip 200 S . and directly overlie the upturned edges of schists.
Approximately 200 meters of Triassic tuffs crop out, and are disconform-
ably overlain by conglomerates composed of rounded tuff fragments and
containing Liassic fossils. The Triassic beds were observed by the
writers only in the localities described; exposures of Triassic sediments
are reported to crop out irregularly in the intervening areas.

The authors collected Lower Jurassic ammonites in the Posada de Los
Hidalgos sector, 35 kilometers south of Taltal by airline distance; here
impure, fossiliferous limestone crops out in a sequence of folded, limey
siltstones, conglomerates and sandstones over 100 meters thick. Thinner,
calcareous Lias beds are exposed randomly along the western margin of
the Jurassic volcanic sequence from a point a few kilometers west of
Taltal southward to, and possibly beyond, Quebrada Pan de Azdcar. In
Quebrada de la Cachina, 55 kilometers south-southwest to Taltal, a few
outcrops of fossil-poor, limey sandstone beds alternate with flow rocks
at the base of a thick sequence of andesite. The andesite flows and tuffs
are thousands of meters thick in the area south of Taltal and are referred
to as the "La Negra" formation. Both the Lias beds and the La Negra have
a regional easterly dip conforming to the former western flank of the
Andean geosyncline. The lavas have been intruded by swarms of north-
trending andesite dikes in the area immediately south of Taltal. A red
clay-cemented quartz-pebble conglomerate is the host rock for a copper
deposit 10 kilometers south-southeast of Quebrada Pan de Azucar; this
may represent a local unconformity in the Jurassic volcanic sequence.

Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian) sediments in Cerro Santo Domingo, 7
kilometers south of Pueblo Hundido, are shown in the southeast sector
of figure 2. Good collections of Neocomian fossils have been taken from
this well-known section. Several hundred meters of limestones, limey
shales and sandstones with predominant low-angle southeast dips are cut
by mafic dikes and veinlets of barite . The beds lie above and beneath
thick sequences of andesite volcanic rocks with apparent conformity.
The contact separating the Jurassic volcanic rocks from those of the
Lower Cretaceous is inferred, but not known, to be present in the inter-
vening outcrop areas mapped as Jurassic and/or Cretaceous.

Sedimentary rocks were observed on the aerial photographs of the
eastern portion of Quebrada Carrizalillo; these are indicated as part
of the Lower Cretaceous sedimentary sequence on figure 2.
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The broad areas of alluvium along the eastern fringe of figure 2
extend farther east into the Central Valley. In the western portion of
the plain alluvium is confined mainly to valleys.

Intrusive igneous rocks

Two major batholithic intrusions have been observed in the Chamaral-
Taltal area although the relative abundance of intrusive andesites in the
Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks suggests that deep-seated intrusive activity
has been fairly continuous from Early Triassic to Middle Cretaceous time.
The oldest intrusion noted is a deformed quartzose granite which intrudes
only the metasedimentary series and is tentatively assigned a Permian age.
The other intrusion, of probable Middle Cretaceous age, in this area is
mainly granodiorite with local granitic phases.

Triassic volcanics in the area consist of devitrified felsic tuffs;
no andesites were noted, possibly indicating that the volcanic source was
more distant at the beginning of volcanism in the early Mesozoic, and
later during the Early Jurassic the volcanic center moved more easterly
as attested by. the prevalence of andesite dikes associated with Lower
Jurassic andesite flow rocks. These younger dikes are tentatively con-
sidered of Early Jurassic to Middle Cretaceous age, and their great
abundance in the matamorphic rocks, Permian(?) granites, and the Triassic
and Lower Jurassic rocks suggests that the Chafaral-Taltal area, on the
western flank of the Andean geosyncline, was part of a feeder zone through
which magmas continually passed. Some iron deposits apparently were de-
rived from these magmas.

In the coastal sector south of Taltal good exposures of the older
granite are readily distinguished from other intrusions by their nearly
white color which contrasts sharply with the dark andesite dikes. Micro-
scopically and megascopically the chief mineral is quartz, then serici-
tized oligoclase; both minerals occur in crystals of up to 2 millimeters.
Orthoclase is scarce and of small size; chloritized biotite is the pre-
dominant ferromagnesian mineral although pyroxene is present in crystals
of up to 0.3 millimeters . The crushed appearance of the granite outcrops
results from strongly developed random cleavage. No mineralization
apparently has been associated with this intrusive, and the granite is
seldom a host for metallic mineral deposits.

The granitic rocks assigned a Middle Cretaceous age are widely ex-
posed in the area in batholiths, stocks and smaller intrusive bodies, all
generally trending north. Lead-alpha age determinations made on similar
rocks in other regions of Chile indicate that these granitic rocks prob-
ably are of Middle Cretaceous age (Ruiz and others, 1960). Their composi-
tions range from diorite to local phases of typical granite. A fresh,
medium-gray intrusion east of Paposo contains large quantities of calci-

tized andesine and has been identified as granodiorite. East of Las Animas
district is the most felsic phase of these rocks, a light-pink granite
cutting across a gray granodiorite. This granite contains much quartz,
sericitized and argillized orthoclase, albite altered to clay, calcite
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and chlorite. Tourmaline crystals occur in other late-stage intrusions
in the same sector. Widespread base-metal mineralization is associated
with Cretaceous intrusive activity.

The dikes are in varying stages of decomposition but generally are
fresh and compact when distant from hydrothermal emanations . Intrusive
andesite cuts metamorphic rocks south of Taltal in the Quebrada de Cifuncho,
and lamprophyre occurs in the mixed granitized zones north of Taltal along
the Taltal-Paposo road. The intrusive andesite is dark gray with a fine
granular texture. Andesine is most abundant, in sizes up to 0.6 millimeters;
pyroxene fills interstices in the feldspar, in sizes up to 0.8 millimeters,
and magnetite is common in sizes up to 0.15 millimeters. The epidotized
pyroxene and plagioclase are in turn altered to chlorite. Wall rocks ad-
jacent to the dikes are extensively altered to limonite at the surface.

The lamprophyre is olive gray and of fine granular texture. Fresh
exposures in the Cretaceous diorite are assumed to be younger in age than
most of the intrusive andesite dikes. Andesine occurs as crystals up to
0.6 millimeters in length, with abundant augite filling interstices of the
plagioclase crystals.

Structure

In the compilation of figure 2 emphasis has been placed on geologic
structures and their relations to mineralization. The faults shown are
the most prominent structures in the area and are particularly evident on
aerial photographs. Many of these fault zones have been examined in the
field, especially those with mineralized zones adjacent thereto.

Regional folding is confined to the Paleozoic metasedimentary rocks.
On the basis of local dip closures, as in Quebrada Salitrosa near the
southwest corner of figure 2, the major fold axes strike southeast and
plunge steeply in that direction. Steep northwest dips in Quebrada de
Las Animas are modified by drag folds related to major Permian(?) folding,
producing in the schists the regionally typical crumpled appearance.

Dike swarms, best displayed in the metamorphic rock series, occupy
fractures trending northeast and north-northwest, which constitute a ver-
tical or steeply dipping set of conjugate diagonal joints and may have
resulted from north-south compression related to the regional uplift, in-
trusion and folding of the Paleozoic rocks during Permian(?) time. Most
of the andesite dikes in post-Paleozoic rocks trend north.

In the post-Triassic rocks the minor folding observed is related to

local drag along the margin of strong strike-slip faults. This is highly
evident around Posada de Los Hidalgos, where incompetent limey beds are
thrown into tight, asymmetric folds at the periphery of a series of other
strong northwest-trending strike-slip faults that cut through or are ad-

jacent to the outcrop.
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The regional dip of Lower Jurassic and post-Jurassic stratified
rocks is to the east or southeast. The few exposures of Triassic rocks
have low-angle dips, similar to those in the Jurassic rocks, and may be
separated only by a disconformity.

The largest fault in the Chafaral-Taltal area is at the north coastal
edge of figure 2 and extends seaward to the southwest. This is the Salar
del Carmen fault, described by Bowes and others (1959) and Knowles and
others (1961). It is the longest fault thus far detected and mapped in
Chile, its traces having been observed along an arcuate path of varying
direction almost continuously for over 450 kilometers from its southern-
most point northward to the west side of Salar Grande, 80 kilometers
south of Iquique. No good cross sections of the fault zone are exposed;
for example, north-northeastward from Paposo the Panamerican Highway
parallels the 2- to 10-kilometer-wide fault trench and exposes only local
recent scarps, reflecting very limited movement in the main zone. This
large fault is viewed most clearly from an airplane although on aerial
photographs its presence is indicated by well-defined lineations (due to
the recent scarps) in otherwise entirely flat terrain, by abrupt facies
changes across fault-lineated valleys, by lineated, terminated or offset
drainage patterns, and by saddles and sags. Changes in rock facies
suggest that the amount of displacement on this fault varies but locally
is sufficiently extensive to be measured in kilometers. Its strongest
component of movement may be in a horizontal direction, contributing
greatly to the apparent variation in displacement. The recent scarps
show a few meters' downward displacement toward the eastern side; however,
the abrupt Pacific deep might indicate a strong net displacement seaward
on the western side. Little is known of the mineralization associated
with this largely concealed fault; but an active copper mine is located
at its margin, 10 kilometers south of Paposo, and there are other mines
adjacent to the fault zone in the Antofagasta, Tocopilla and Salar Grande
areas.

A highly mineralized, shear-type major fault extends from Taltal
150 kilometers southward along an arcuate path to the southern edge of
figure 2. Local residents of the El Salado sector call this the Atacama
fault, and it will be so termed in this report. The southern extension
of the Atacama fault is unknown, but on aerial photographs of the area
it appears to continue as a series of horsetailing, south-southwest-
trending shears extending beyond the area mapped in figure 2. The fault,
as is common with shears, does not consist of a single break but rather
of a series of fractures that converge, emerge and diverge from and within
a continuous, well-defined zone. In the Manto Verde district faults
dip steeply to the east, and there are mineralized breccia zones as wide
as 100 meters. North-trending portions of the fault in the Taltal area
are cut by southeast-trending faults, and the entire zone forms a westerly
arc. All the faults are vertical or dip steeply, according to observa-
tions on aerial photographs and in the field. The deformity of the Atacama
fault coincides with its near intersection with the Salar del Carmen fault,
resulting in a drag-induced shear trending southeast. The large number
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Of subsidiary faults are concentrated near the zone of intersection.
Faults paralleling the Atacama fault on the west side also curve with
increasing arc toward the northwest and are believed to be related to
movement along the Salar del Carmen fault. Prominent faults in the
northwest sector of figure 2 trend northeast, and their development at
the eastern margin indicates their relation to another strong fault east
of figure 2.

Geologic history

The Chanoaral-Taltal area was a site of continental and marine depo-
sition during some phases of Paleozoic time. Toward the end of that era
the rocks were uplifted and subjected to orogenic movements which extended
along a southeast-trending belt through Chile and Argentina. The orogeny
in this area may have been accompanied by granite intrusions considered
of Permian age, based on lead-alpha studies made on similar granitic
rocks elsewhere in Chile (Ruiz and others, 1960). No metallization evi-
dently was associated with this intrusion.

The Andean geosyncline originated at the beginning of the Mesozoic.
During the Triassic conglomerates were deposited locally in the Cha~aral-
Taltal area, while volcanic source areas to the west began to extrude
felsic tuffs. Also at this time sandstones and shales were being depos-
ited far to the east in the present site of the Andes. By the Early
Jurassic the sediments in the geosyncline were covered by thin cappings
of limestone, the deposition of which was accompanied and followed by
emission of lavas and tuffs . The lavas were extruded partially from
feeder plutons which followed the conjugate joint pattern of the Paleo-
zoic basement rocks. The volcanics continued to accumulate, being fed
in part by continual piercement of andesite plutons; these activity prob-
ably reached its maximum in the Late Jurassic but prevailed through the
Early Cretaceous. The rocks were subjected to east-west compression,
uplift and intrusion toward Middle Cretaceous time, and the present fault
pattern was then initiated. This orogeny was accompanied by intrusions
of granitic rocks which, after emplacement and partial cooling, emitted
hydrothermal metallizing solutions that generally followed the present
pattern of the major faults. All the present nonferrous metallic ore
deposits in the area are believed to be related to this intrusion. The
greater part of the iron metallization is assumed to be a slightly ear-
lier effect of the last active phases of plutonic-volcanic activity.

The coastline now is in a stage of uplift; sea-cut terraces are as
much as 30 meters above the present water level. Uplift also is reflected
in the youthful erosion cycle of the steep coastal front.

RECONNAISSANCE FOR URANIUM

The writers investigated radioactive occurrences in the Cha~naral-
Taltal area and also made a reconnaissance for radioactive materials in
the surrounding and intervening sectors, with special emphasis on (1)
the examination of mineralized and/or hydrothermally altered structures
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or zones, and (2) the determination of the radioactivity and character
of individual rock units and their contacts with intrusive rocks and
zones of alteration and mineralization.

Figure 2 locates the routes along which radioactivity was measured
in milliroentgens per hour (mr/hr), and the following table summarizes
the background radioactivity of the various rock types as well as the
radioactivity of mineralized structures within these rocks.

Rock type

Quaternary alluvium

Middle(?) Cretaceous
granitic rocks
Granodiorite
Granite facies

Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian)
marine sedimentary rocks

Jurassic to Cretaceous intru-
sive andesite plutons and
andesite extrusive rocks

Lower Jurassic (Lias) marine
sedimentary rocks, in part
with volcanic members

Triassic marine and continental
sedimentary and tuffaceous
volcanic rocks

Permian granite

Undifferentiated Paleozoic or
older metamorphic rocks

Range in back-
ground radio-
activity (rr/hr)

0.006 to 0.015

0.015 to 0.07
0.015 to 0.025

0.01 to 0.015

0.005 to 0.015

Range in radio-
activity of miner-
alized structures

(nr/hr)

0.02 to 0.18
0.025

0.015

0.006 to 0.02

0.007 to 0.01

0.01

0.01 to 0.02

0.01 to 0.02

0.01 to 0.015

0.02 to 0.04

The highest background radioactivity in the area was measured 27
kilometers north of Taltal in indisturbed outcrops of pinkish-gray grano-
diorite of medium equigranular texture with abundant plagioclase, pink
orthoclase and quartz, and minor amphibole and magnetite. The feldspars
are partly altered to chlorite, and chlorite smears are present on frac-
tures. The intensity of the radioactivity varied with the presence and
abundance of orthoclase, reaching a maximum of 0.07 mr/hr in bright-pink
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samples containing up to 60 percent orthoclase. Apparently the radioac-
tivity emanates from a radioactive isotope of potassium rather than from
one of uranium.

The highest radioactivity in the area - 0.18 mr/hr - was recorded in
a selected portion of the Marla Luisa mine dump in Las Animas district.

Las Animas district

Las Animas district is one of the more extensively explored dis-
tricts in the Chafaral-Taltal area. Copper minerals were discovered in
1835 although most of the mines were developed only in the early 1900's
by the Compala Francesa, which maintained a smelter in Chanaral for many
years. In 1916 World War I caused the closing of the Compafifa Francesa's
mines and smelter as well as that of many other mines in the area. By
that time the mines of Las Animas were being worked to depths of as much
as 540 meters along a zone nearly 3 kilometers long. The chief factors
in the closing of the mines were increased extraction costs and a greater
content of pyrite over chalcopyrite with depth.

Figure 3 locates the mines and principal structures of Las Animas
district as well as the surface exposures and/or dumps in which the high-
est radioactivity was measured. The Front6n is the deepest mine with a
540-meter shaft., The Fortunata shaft is 450 meters deep; the Progreso,
340 meters; and the Maria Luisa, 160 meters. All the mines now are caved
and inaccessible except for the Progreso and Maria Luisa. The writers
examined the former down to 150 meters, and CORFO engineers examined the
latter down to 90 meters (Salas, 1954).

The host rocks, 5 kilometers southeast of a contact with Paleozoic
schists, are granodiorite and diorite of the Andean diorite complex.
Their mineralized structures are northeast- to west-trending splits that
break from a north-northwest-trending shear zone. The veins curve with
increasing arc westward and are thought to follow tension fractures de-
veloped through left lateral movement on the stronger shear zone.

The vein walls are sharply defined by clay gouge and breccia, with
vein widths ranging from a few centimeters to two or more meters. Ore
reportedly averaged 4 percent copper, most of it in the form of chalco-
pyrite, which below 100 meters is associated with pyrite. Gangue minerals
are calcite, quartz, actinolite, apatite and siderite. Copper oxides in
the dumps sometimes average 2 to 3 percent copper. In the outcrop the
clayey walls are enriched with malachite, antlerite and other secondary
copper minerals, which enclose a crushed siliceous and gypsiferous vein
zone of red jasperoidal chalcedony and quartz with specularite and hematite.

The maximum radioactivity of 0.18 mr/hr was associated with limonite-

rich vein selvage on the Marla Luisa mine dump. The clayey vein wall reg-
istered 0.15 mr/hr at a 10-meter depth. Radioactivity of approximately
o.04 mr/hr was associated with the primary ore minerals below depths
greater than 100 meters.
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Previous studies of this district by CORF0 engineers (Ruiz, 1953;
Salas, 1954) had disclosed the presence of uranium in association with
chlorite. The chlorite confined mainly to the walls in the vein selvage
zone, was not introduced with the high-temperature vein minerals.. It has
been formed principally through alteration of the green hydrated silicate
minerals containing aluminum and iron, such as the ferromagnesian miner-
als, and/or epidotized feldspar. These primary minerals are found in the
wall rocks and may also have been introduced in the earliest stages of
mineralization.

In 1954 CORFO engineers measured an average background radioactivity
of 0.2 mr/hr, while we recorded a background of 0.015 mr/hr. The Fortu-
nata slag dump was recorded as 0.7 mr/hr, compared to our measurement of
0.12 mr/hr. Our readings, however, approximate those taken in 1952 by
Ruiz and Hornkohl, who measured background radioactivity of 0.02 mr/hr
and radioactivity of 0.10 mr/hr at the slag dump.

Other localities

The major metal deposits of the area are located in figure 2. The
chief metals mined are copper and iron. All the copper deposits are
related to the regional fault pattern. Gold also follows the structural
trend in general; however, at Cerro Esmeralda, midway between Taltal and
Chagaral, gold occurs with pyrite in west-trending quartz veins marginal
to a local stock of diorite. A cobalt-nickel occurrence is also present
there.

Although iron is found in offset north- and east-trending structures
predating the strong southeast segments of the Atacama fault near Taltal
and elsewhere, it occurs more commonly in a belt of irregular replacement
bodies in exposures of Cretaceous diorite intruded by Lower Jurassic to
Cretaceous andesite flow rocks. Andesite is the favored host rock, but
there are local vein occurrences in metasediments, granite and limestones.
Sizeable, irregular hematite ore bodies reportedly occur in Cretaceous
granitic rocks immediately south of the area mapped in figure 2 (east of
the Atacama fault) and in granitic and metamorphic rocks in the north-
eastern part of figure 2. The only important silver occurrence in the
area is found in the Cerro Florida portion of this "lithologic" belt.

Iron appears to be closely related to intrusive andesite bodies,
which are indicated as feeders for Jurassic and post-Jurassic stratified
andesite rocks. East-striking veins of specularite and hematite occur
in the metamorphic rocks and Permian granites in Quebrada de Cifuncho
south of Taltal; these are cut by iron-enriched andesite plutons. The
veins and intrusives have strongly limonitized the adjacent wall rocks.
In the same area there are small, irregular replacements of hematite in
Lias limestones; some of these have been prospected. Five kilometers
north of Taltal breccias in porphyritic andesite host rocks have been
partially replaced along north-trending zones by specularite and magne-
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tite ore bodies, which are offset by northeast- and northwest-trending
shears. The abundance of iron in the veins near Taltal suggests a favor-
able structural setting for extensive iron deposits at the projected
offshore intersection of the Salar del Carmen and Atacama fault zones;
reported magnetic anomalies in the bay area support this observation.
The hematite-metallized areas here, as well as elsewhere along this
lithologic iron belt, are low in radioactivity. The normal background
in the Cha~faral-Taltal area is 0.015 mr/hr, and the iron ore bodies
range from 0.006 to 0.01 mr/hr; for example, the Carmen mine, between
El Salado and Pueblo Hundido, registered a maximum radioactivity of only
0.006 mr/hr.

Uranium occurs in the area mainly in granitic host rocks as is true
in other Chilean regions where uranium has been found with copper, usually
a short distance from the granitic intrusive contact. Structures in the
dioritic batholith exposed between the Salar del Carmen and Atacama faults,
in the northern part of figure 2 (near Paposo), registered local, moder-
ately anomalous radioactivity. Chalcopyrite ores at La Bolsa mine, near
Cerro Matancillas, measured 0.07 mr/hr; a slag dump in the same area
registered 0.04 mr/hr. The background radioactivity of the intrusions
ranged from 0.01 to 0.07 mr/hr; the highest reading was recorded at the
coast in potassium-rich granodiorite. Dioritic rocks cropping out east
of Taltal are host rocks for numerous copper, iron and gold prospects;
the background was 0.01 mr/hr, and the maximum radioactivity, 0.02 mr/hr.
Farther south, on the east side of the Atacama fault, small stocks of
diorite appear in an area with widespread exposures of andesite; here,
iron ore deposits occur and radioactivity is low.

Operating copper mines in the area are found in a structural belt
on or adjacent to the Salar del Carmen or Atacama fault zones. Lower
workings in the ore body of the Carrizalillo mine are now being rehabil-
itated, and chalcopyrite ore samples from depths below 200 meters meas-
ured 0.04 mr/hr. The slag dump of this mine registered 0.02 mr/hr at
Pan de Azucar, and the concentration plant tailings dumps at Las Bombas
ranged from 0.04 to 0.06 mr/hr. In El Salado and Manto Verde Districts
the ore zones are thick calcitized breccias conforming to portions of
the main Atacama fault. The radioactivity was 0.01 mr/hr. Some breccia
zones are more heavily metallized with specularite than with chalcopyrite.
Farther south, in the Remolinos area, iron and gold are the most important
products. Large replacement iron deposits occupy the extension of the
"lithologic iron belt" in the area 50 kilometers southward near Copiap6;
the Atacama fault extension southward is a horsetailing group of south-
southwest-trending shears.

A reconnaissance was made of the Cerro Esmeralda zone in order to
check the reported occurrence of cobalt-nickel minerals, which are asso-
ciated with uranium elsewhere in Chile. None of these minerals were
noted in westerly veins marginal to a small diorite stock which encloses
quartz-pyrite veins with calcite. The veins averaged 0.025 mr/hr.
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Cobalt bloom occurs with galena and copper oxides in a calcite vein
at the Cifuncho lead mine, 7 kilometers south of the mouth of Quebrada de
Cifuncho. The maximum radioactivity was 0.015 mr/hr. This was the only
nonferrous mineral deposit noted in a Permian(?) granite host.

During this reconnaissance a side trip was made to the Guanaco dis-
trict, 60 meters northeast of Agua Verde and outside the area mapped in
figure 2. A century ago the Guanaco district was the most important gold
and silver mining center in Antofagasta Province. Gold, silver, quartz,
barite and iron oxides predominated to a depth of 70 meters; auriferous
and argentiferous enargite and chalcocite, from 70 to 130 meters; gold
and silver were poor below 130 meters, and the mines were worked mainly
for copper. The host rocks, tonalite and dacite, have been extensively
propylitized, alunitized and silicified. The vertical veins in the Chi-
lenita mine, trending N. 800 E., are altered tonalite breccias cemented
with quartz and later fractured and metallized. Chalcocite ore piles on
the 200-meter level registered up to 0.10 mr/hr, the highest observed in
the district. Selective, small-scale hand mining is being done at this
mine down to the 300-meter level.

CONCLUSIONS

The following observations were made concerning the metallization
history of the Chalaral-Taltal area:

(1) The best showings of uranium are minor associations with high-
temperature chalcopyrite-pyrite deposits that are confined to a "struc-
tural" belt composed of portions of the major Salar del Carmen fault and
the extensive and highly mineralized Atacama fault zone. The minerali-
zation is related to Middle(?) Cretaceous granitic rocks.

(2) Magnetite-hematite deposits lie chiefly within a "lithologic"
belt of Cretaceous diorite intrusions and extrusive andesite, and appear
to be closely associated with active intrusive emplacement. The location
of the iron deposits may mark, in part, a paleocenter of volcanic and
intrusive activity that probably terminated in Middle Cretaceous time
with the final emplacement and cooling of the copper-metallized granitic
batholith. The iron deposits presumably resulted from the interaction
of magmas and the intruded rocks . Uranium generally was absent in the
iron-metallizing cycle, as indicated by the abnormally low background
radioactivity at the surface and in the hypabyssal andesitic rocks and
the iron deposits. This inverse relationship of high iron content and
low radioactivity probably will be useful in iron prospecting.

(3) Uranium selectively favors the walls of cupriferous ore bodies
in veins in the Cretaceous granitic host rocks, while the copper is more
migratory and is found in minable quantities in granitic facies, in the
contact zones and within the intruded rocks.

(4) -The uranium is intimately associated with chlorite in the vein
walls, as is the case with similar high-temperature veins elsewhere in

Chile.
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The common association of uranium with alteration products in the
walls of high-temperature copper veins may lend a clue to its origin and
distribution. Aluminous ferromagnesian minerals, particularly augite,
hornblende and biotite, are normal constituents of the diorite host, and
also could have been introduced with the early highest temperature hydro-
thermal introduction of feldspar, quartz, magnetite, actinolite and
apatite, along with small quantities of uraninite . Later refracturing
and strong metallization of pyrite-chalcopyrite (with trace amounts of
uraninite) was accompanied by strong hydrothermal mineralizers, which
altered the ferromagnesian minerals to chlorite and redistributed the
alteration products and uraninite to marginal vein openings. The quan-
tity of uranium is roughly proportional to the size and development of
the copper-bearing ore shoots where mineralized effects were at a maximum.

The hypothermal uranium occurrences in the Chatfaral-Taltal area do
not appear to be of economic value. The presence of uranium indicates
chiefly strong copper metallization, and also may serve as a geologic
thermometer for determining the temperature-depth relations of primary
copper deposits occurring in genetically related granitic host rocks.
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Quartzose granite
Granito cuarcifero

Metamorphic rocks, principally metosedimentory
Rocas metam6rficas, principalmente metosedimentarios

Rock contacts
Contoctos de rocos

Fault with dip where shown
Folio con buzamiento donde se indica
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